Ground Rules: Trade Deadline: TBA.
Format: Three Rounds back to back + Finals. 12 contestants + ties will compete in the finals, not to
exceed 14. Number of contestants to compete in the performances on Thursday, Friday and Saturday
will be 12 per day. The first go will be drawn according to preference, the second go will run in reverse
order of the first go and the third go will be a random draw. Third go in slack will be ran with all releases
and turn outs taken out.
Third go round positions for SLACK ONLY: Any notified or non-notified turn out from rounds one and two
will not be given a third round position. All turn-outs (both non-notified and notified) and releases will
be removed from the entry list.
Trade Rules: Positions will be drawn by Procom for first and second complete go rounds (second round
is a flip of first round) and for third performance (slack positions will be ran with all releases and turn
outs taken out, see above). First go trades only. All first go round trades must be done through PRCA
Trade Line 719- 548-4877 by trade deadline. When you trade your first go round run, you also trade
your second go and third go. THERE WILL BE NO SECOND OR THIRD GO ROUND TRADES at rodeo
through rodeo secretary.
WPRA Rule 10.6.5.2 will be waived for this rodeo only with the following requirement: contestants
requesting trade must have at least one go round of the three where one contestant is moving from the
slack into the performance. (For instance: you drew [slack, perf, slack] or [perf, slack, slack] or [slack,
slack, perf]. You want out of perf so you trade with a contestant that drew [slack, slack, slack]).
Practice Session: Practice will be on Wednesday July 17th from 11:30 to 2:00 pm on south end of track.
ONLY 2 times through the pattern at a time and no more than 2 circles around each barrel, if you want
to go through again you will need to go to the end of the line. Absolutely be respectful of workers
preparing for the Wednesday evening PBR Performance and WPRA representatives.
Tractor drag: Tractor drag after every 6 draw positions in slack and the performances. There will be a big
drag during slack at the half way mark. Each set of six will be required to be on either right or left side of
track between designated area that will be marked with neon tape before the tractor drag prior to your
set is complete. Area will be between gate in front of the south grandstand and speaker pole; both on
right side/south end of track. Contestants not in this area when their turn comes or beginning their
competition run from anywhere but this area will be fined $500 for each offense. You are allowed a
“pony” horse to escort you to the designated start point of the arena but rider must be in WPRA Dress
Code.
Finals: The top 12 girls in the average plus ties will compete in the finals, not to exceed 14. The short go
draw will be drawn randomly.
Stalls: $75.00 for the week, first come, first served.
Overflow contestant parking: Overflow contestant parking will be available at the Monterey County
Sheriff Posse Grounds, 5 miles from the rodeo grounds. Stalls are available for $15.00/day or you may

setup your own portable pens. Day parking will be available on the north end of the rodeo grounds at
the Sam Linder VIP lot (Laurel Drive onto Maryal Drive, parking lot on the right) for easy in and out
access each day. The contestants that stayed there last year said it was a great place to stay. The Posse
grounds will open Monday, July 15th at 8am. FMI visit (www.carodeo.com/p/events/contestantinfo)
Hospitality: California Rodeo Salinas generously offers a wonderful Hospitality Tent for the contestants
and their families near the roping chute end of the arena. They generously provide a safe place for your
children to hang out, offering arts and crafts, games, and fresh veggies & strawberries grown locally in
the Salinas Valley, donated by local growers.
Misc: No prize money will be issued prior to the last performance.
All contestants that draw a performance will listen for Track Director's 1st, 2nd and Final call to check in
and will need to check in with our representative on the track. Same rules apply as the slack, contestants
must be in the marked staging area before the completion of the tractor drag for their set or be fined
$500. Contestants may be asked to sign autographs on track following the Free Style Bull Fighting.
Contestants are asked to participate on Saturday at 12 noon on the track during the Exceptional
Buckaroos Rodeo. WPRA Dress Code please.
WPRA CA Circuit will hold their Annual Side Pot Fundraiser during the first three go rounds and average
on 3 runs. 3D ½ second splits, $25 entry fee for each round and average. Enter with Stacey Freitas 916690-7193 or Betty Breaux 559-287-7747 or online at https://wpraca.ecwid.com/. Pay cash or make
checks to WPRA CA Circuit. Fastest time entered wins the 1D and establishes the times for the 2D and
3D.

